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Overview
• Pillars of the COM

– Convergence of Engineering and Medicine 
– Humanistic Medicine
– Statewide impact
– Excellence
– Inclusiveness

• Vision for the Unified COM of the Future
• White paper recommendations: www.medicine.uic.edu/whitepaper/

– Strategically Integrate Engineering into COM Education & Training
– Redefine role of the Urbana Champaign regional branch of the UIC COM
– Formalize clinical partnerships
– Illinois Translational BioEngineering Institute

• Summary
• Conclusions



Pillar I.    CONVERGENCE

http://dc.mit.edu/sites/dc.mit.edu/files/MIT
White Paper on Convergence.pdf

Artificial Bladder

http://dc.mit.edu/sites/dc.mit.edu/files/MIT


Unmet Patient Needs
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CONVERGENCE OF ENGINEERING AND MEDICINE

College of Medicine Technology Disclosures FY12 - 14

FY12 FY13 FY14 Total
Disclosures 91 81 76 248
US Patent Applications Filed 116 86 72 274
US Patents Issued 19 8 18 45
Licenses and Options 26 24 29 79



Unmet Patient Needs: Telemedicine

Robb Winn, MD 
Orders CXR

Charles Ray, MD, PhD 
Reads X-Ray in his office

Mile Square Clinic



Convergence Goes Global: 
Beyond UI COM…

From: Andrew Bastawrous’ Get your next eye exam on a Smartphone



Pillar II. Humanistic Medicine

• Compassion
• Professionalism
• Ethics
• Communication
• Team spirit
• Helping those most in need

“Medicine is art based on science” -- William Osler



Pillar III.    State-wide Impact
• COM graduates 1/6 physicians in Illinois
• Unified COM:

- Each of the 4 campuses has a unique 
educational environment
- Synergies between the four campuses 
add to the scope/depth of physician 
training

• Regional Centers of Excellence:
– Chicago is committed to biomedical 

research, health disparities and innovation 
– Peoria has a strong history of volunteer 

educators and advances in simulation
– Rockford has exemplary rural health 

education programs 
– Urbana-Champaign has a focus on 

academic medicine through medical 
scholars program



Pillar IV.    Excellence
• Premier public institution in Illinois combining 

medical education, clinical care and biomedical 
research

• NIH Ranking: Top 1/3rd amongst US medical 
schools*

• COM houses a world-class Departments
• Leader in Rural Medicine, Urban Medicine, 

Simulation
• Richard and Loan Hill UIC Department of 

Bioengineering; ongoing collaborations 
between COM and UIUC Bioengineering

• MD/PhD programs at Chicago plus Urbana 
among the largest in the US

• Center for Clinical and Translational Science

* http://www.brimr.org/NIH_Awards/NIH_Awards.htm
* Blue Ridge Institute for Medical Research



Pillar V.    Inclusiveness
• Access to most-advanced, 

affordable care 
• Under-represented 

minorities constitute 30%  
of the student body 

• COM trains ~60% and 70% 
of minority physicians in 
Illinois and Chicago, 
respectively

• The COM is the major site 
for Illinois-LSAMP Bridge to 
Doctorate program

• Convergence of 
engineering and medicine 
enhancing the diversity 
mission of the COM
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A Vision for the COM of the Future

The future of medicine will be driven by innovations and 
discoveries that result from convergence of medicine with 
other life sciences, engineering, computational, physical, 
chemical and social sciences

• This convergence will yield new understanding of the causes 
of disease, and technological breakthroughs in the way we 
diagnose, treat and manage patients

• These breakthroughs will strengthen humanistic elements 
of medical education and improve health care delivery in 
specialized as well as community settings

• Transformative research will result in opportunities for 
commercialization of innovations



Medicine is changing rapidly; COM has taken 
steps in creating cultural, administrative, 
research, teaching, partnership, and funding 
structures that form the foundation for a 
successful convergence ecosystem

The COM vision will combine the aspirations 
of UIC and UIUC to promote an enhanced 
academic enterprise, across COM’s four 
campuses, serving Illinois and the Midwest.



White paper recommendations:
www.medicine.uic/whitepaper/

1. Strategically Integrate Engineering into COM Education & 
Training

2. Redefine role of the Urbana Champaign regional branch 
of the UIC COM

3. Formalize clinical partnerships
4. Illinois Translational BioEngineering Institute

http://www.medicine.uic/whitepaper/


Strategically Integrate Engineering into COM Education & Training

Expand the opportunities for students at all campuses 
to incorporate engineering and scientific dimensions 
into training

Realize a UIC – UIUC “Win-Win” 

White Paper Recommendation #1



Medical Education
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Integrate STEM Disciplines Throughout UI COM Education 
and Training Programs and Expand Dual Degree Programs 
and Post-doctoral Fellowships.
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White Paper Recommendation #2

Redefine the Role of the Urbana Champaign regional branch of the UIC COM 

• Become the Regional Center of Excellence for Convergence of  
Engineering and Medicine

• Extend the role of the Urbana branch of the COM establish 
interlocking accountability between UI COM and UIUC 
– Increase the flexibility and autonomy for UIUC in the areas of 

faculty recruitment, appointments, and evaluation and 
promotion.

– support recruitment of clinical and research faculty 
• working with Carle Health System and UIUC 

– Expand dual degree and MD-PhD programs
– Joint MD degrees



Formalize Clinical Partnerships

Structure partnerships with Carle, OSF, Presence, and 
other health systems 

White Paper Recommendation #3



Clinical Partners

Clinical Partnership with Carle Health Care - Illustrative

+ +GME Clinician-
Scientists

Research

• Work with Carle to 
strengthen GME 
programs including 
new residencies

• Establish select new 
fellowship programs

• Joint development 
and recruitment

• Faculty 
appointments for 
Carle clinician-
scientists

• Expand 
opportunities for 
teaching

• Establish thematic 
research initiatives
through enhanced 
affiliation 
agreement

• “joint-venture” 
model for growing 
target research 
areas
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State-Wide Clinical Presence

A unified COM is uniquely positioned to a Wellspring of Innovations in Medicine
and a leader in regional clinical trials

* UIC Senate Report 2014



White Paper Recommendations #4: Illinois Translational BioEngineering Institute 
With a vigorous research and economic development agenda

A multi-campus research Institute, in lieu of a new medical school on the UIUC 
campus:
• primary nodes in Urbana-Champaign and in Chicago
• linked programs in Peoria and Rockford.

A focus for faculty recruitment  unified by the theme of the convergence of 
engineering and medicine.

Urbana-Champaign
•Computation and Systems Biology

•Genomic Biology
•Micro and Nanotechnology
•Cell & Tissue Engineering

•Biomechanics
•Therapeutics Engineering

•Big Data Analysis

Chicago
•Bioinformatics and Medical Informatics

•Neural Engineering
•Cell & Tissue Engineering

•Center for Clinical and Translational Science
•Regenerative Medicine

•Clinical Trials

Rockford
•Cellular and Molecular Bioengineering

•Biotechnology MS

Peoria
•Translational Medicine

•Medical Devices
•Simulation

UI Research 
Development



Illinois Translational BioEngineering Institute (ITBI)

•Positions UI as a major player in a critical 
emerging field of global importance

•Grows research programs and creates 
powerful linkages between engineers, 
clinical researchers, and clinicians  to 
improve health across Illinois 



Unified UIC-UIUC BioInnovation Ecosystem



Summary 

• New era of technological pervasiveness requires 
convergence of engineering, medicine, computational, 
physical and chemical sciences, and humanities

• Technological innovations resulting from trans-
disciplinary convergence will enable effective and 
affordable health care for communities living in diverse 
urban, rural and suburban settings in Illinois and 
beyond.



Conclusions

• The wide reach of the COM across the state will enable us to be 
a wellspring for the generation and implementation of 
innovative technologies

• Students and graduates will be superbly trained for the most 
effective practice of medicine in the new era of technology-
intense, innovative health care. 

• The proposed unified UIC-UIUC ecosystem will: 
– provoke innovations and commercialization, 
– facilitate transition from laboratories to marketplace 

through rapid product development, and
– expand economic activity in Illinois. 



Thank you!
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